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Abstract
Automated face recognition and identification softwares are becoming part of
our daily life; it finds its abode not only with Facebook’s auto photo tagging, Ap-
ple’s iPhoto, Google’s Picasa, Microsoft’s Kinect, but also in Homeland Security
Department’s dedicated biometric face detection systems. Most of these automatic
face identification systems fail where the effects of aging come into the picture. Lit-
tle work exists in the literature on the subject of face prediction that accounts for
aging, which is a vital part of the computer face recognition systems. In recent
years, individual face components’ (e.g. eyes, nose, mouth) features based matching
algorithms have emerged, but these approaches are still not efficient. Therefore, in
this work we describe a Face Prediction Model (FPM), which predicts human face
aging or growth related image variation using Principle Component Analysis (PCA)
and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) learning techniques. The FPM captures the
facial changes, which occur with human aging and predicts the facial image with a
few years of gap with an acceptable accuracy of face matching from 76 to 86%.
1 Overview of Face Prediction Model (FPM)
In recent years, the requirements of an efficient face detection system triggered a handful
of age-invariant face detection algorithms [2, 3, 4]. Sergio Verdict et. al [5] suggested the
use of Principle Component Analysis and least square extrapolation techniques for face
prediction and presented preliminary study without any conclusion; however, this paper
set up a path for research in this direction. The challenge of developing how to model
face variations under realistic conditions such as natural aging still remains unsolved.
Individual face components’ (e.g. eyes, nose, mouth) features based matching algorithms
have emerged, but these approaches are still not efficient [7, 8, 9]. The proposed FPM
tries to capture the inherent facial features using supervised learning algorithms. The
FPM requires the time series image data to capture the temporal and spatial correlation
between the images to predict the next time series image, for example, we provide FPM
4 facial images with 3 years intervals (when subject was 15, 18, 21 and 24 years old), it
uses these facial images to train itself for the specific subject and then predicts a facial
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image of the same subject. The predicted facial image is matched with the actual facial
image at 27 year of the subject; the matched images’ differences are provided as feedback
into the model again, this whole process is part of the ANN back-propagation learning
algorithm.
The face images are provided as input to the FPM. The FPM treats ”pixel values” of
the face images as ”variables” and produces global features in the sense that predicted
image is influenced by every input image. PCA is applied to Short Time Fourier Trans-
form (STFT) of normalised images to find the global features, which generates Global
Feature Vectors (GFVs). The ANN architecture, which uses the Back-Propagation (BP)
learning algorithm, is used to capture the variations in the input images by feeding the
GFVs calculated by PCA and it predicts the face image as an output. The major steps
Figure 1: Sequential Processing Steps of the Face Prediction Model
of FPM are shown in Figure 1.
Figure 2: The first 4 images from left are input images with time intervals 2-3 years,
and 5th (right most) is the output image by the Face Prediction Model.
2 Preliminary Results and Conclusions
The time series image data for testing and validation of the FDM is collected by the
author of a few known persons and also from fgnet database [1] and FPM Prototype is
implemented in Matlab 1. The predicted output image (last image) in Figure 2 shows the
FPM performance. The accuracy of the match varied for different subjects from 78 to
86% when images are taken with 2-3 years time intervals. The results could be improved
by improving the image preprocessing techniques using wavelet transform as it captures
localized features better. The Independent component analysis (ICA) will capture more
variations in the images than the current approach. Further work is needed to establish
appropriate ANN model for the input images separated by larger time gaps (> 5 years).
1FPM matlab source code : https://github.com/pooyadav/FacePredict
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